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Chen Hengzhe's Fiction o f Aurality:
The New Feminine Strategy

Janet Ng

Published in 1918 in New Youth (Xing qingnian), Lu Xun^
''Diary of a Madman" (Kuangren riji) has been often regarded as
the first modern Chinese vernacular short story, heralding the
May Fourth literary revolution. However, a year prior to its
publication, another short story by the woman writer Chen
Hengzhe (1890-1976)—"One Day" (Yiri)_ appeared in Students
Abroad in America Quarterly (Liumei xuesheng jikan), a journal
edited by Hu Shi and published in the United States. Although
this is a generally known fact, Chen's connection to the
beginning of modern Chinese literature seems to have
impressed few literary historians. At most, her story is
considered a minor experiment that preceded, but had little to do
with, the great reforms that swept through the Chinese literary
scene in the 1910s. Often she is relegated, perhaps derogatorily,
to the category of l,woman writers."1 Her achievement is quickly
dismissed as immature experimentation, or as an anomaly in the
general development of literature of the period.
I reassess Chen’s work in this essay, not because there is
any intrinsic value in her being "first," but because I believe that
"One Day" marks an important moment in modern Chinese
literature. It represents the beginning of an alternative to the
early twentieth-century realist perspective that had dominated
thinking about fiction-writing since the late Qing. Chen's story is
in the form of a first-person narrative, which became a major
characteristic of early May Fourth literature; it was also an1
1 Qiao Yigang argues against identifying Chen's works as
“feminine writing，” a generally vitiated category, because they are often
seen as being limited to domestic and personal topics. However, in
doing so, she actually confirms existing prejudice (Qiao 1993: 196201
).
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especially significant form for women writers at the time. "One
Day” is nothing less than a proto-text of both May Fourth fiction
and women’s writing.
Early May Fourth women writers were often considered as
being unable to write "realistically" by critics of their own times.
Even today, such attitudes influence our reading.2 In truth, it is
not that women do not write realistically; they apprehend reality
differently and thus record it differently. Having suggested that, I
must stress that I am not arguing that women are essentially
different, but that realism defined during the May Fourth period
was both a perspective and a form of writing inaccessible to
women for social reasons, thus they had to devise a different
way of perceiving things and writing about them. In fact, the
vernacular language reform that began in 1917 opened up a
venue of expression that was capitalized upon by women
writers. The reform not only changed writing on the level of
language use, but also destabilized a certain traditional notion of
representation. This new method of representation is
dem onstrated in “One Day,” which contributes to the
development of a modern form and displays a particularly
feminine strategy used to overcome the obstacles to women’s
writing.
An enormous amount of effort has been made to study the
fledging interest in the first-person narrative at the time. Often,
the importations of Freud's writings, the l-Novels from Japan and
literary Romanticism and Expressionism from Europe, especially
茅盾廬隱論

2 Mao Dun (1896-1981)， for example, in the essay “Lu Yin lun”
[On Lu Yin] (1934), criticizes Lu Yin's writings as being arrested on the
level of the personal. Even today, many critics still have reservations
about the achievements of women writers. Qiao Yigang, mentioned
above, is an example. Rey Chow has argued valiantly against such a
kind of discrimination. She points out that “virtuous transaction” is a
form of negotiation between women and their society and this
negotiation often colors their work. However, in her argument, women
are still seen as passively receiving the influence of the dominant
society or, at the most, using their ingenuity to clandestinely deflect
some of the weight of the oppression (Chow 1993: 90-105). My
discussion here asserts that the identifying characteristic of women's
writing is the use of a strategy that is fully feminine.
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via the translations of the Creation Society writers, are used to
account for the rise of this new “subjective w ritin g ,3 My
discussion is not to challenge these “influence studies” or to
deny the enormous presence of Western and traditional literary
cultures in the development of modern Chinese literature.4
Similarly, I avoid referring to individual psycho-biography,
personality, or talent as explanations of a writer's creative
affinities; such arguments seem strangely persistent in the study
of women’s writing. My emphasis here is to look at how social
and intellectual situations facilitate the receptivity of a particular
form of writing.
“One Day,” written while Chen was a Boxer Indemnity
scholarship student at Vassar College, is about a day in the life
of a few first year women students at, one assumes, an
American university. It is made up of transcriptions of dialogues
among these students. There is no coherent narrative structure:
events unfold “inadvertently” through the students’ seemingly
random and spontaneous conversations. As Chen puts it in her
preface:
This story describes several trivial incidents in a day in the life of
new students in a dormitory at a women’s university in the
United States. As it has no real structure or purpose, it should be
taken merely as a straightforward sketch and not as a story. The
description, however, is faithful to reality and is sincere, and
since it is my portrait drawn from life, I feel I should preserve it.
(Dooling and Torgeson 1998: 92)5
3 There has been a plethora of “influence-studies” with regard to
modern Chinese literature, beginning with Bonnie McDougall (see
Zhang 1992; Lee 1990). Leo Lee stresses the influence of European
thinkers such as Bergson and Darwin on the development of modern
Chinese thought although, in contrast to Zhang, he argues against the
actual influence of Freud. In Mainland Chinese scholarship, such
“influence-studies” are even more impressive (see Yan 1991; Tang
1992).
4 Marston Anderson has explored the traditional literary
consciousness, acknowledged or not, of modern writers (Anderson
1985: 76-92).
5 The translations of “One Day” used in this essay are based on
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Based on her autobiographical experience, Chen takes us
through the events of a single day in college. Chen begins with
the morning bells that awaken the students, “Dong! Dong! Dong!
Seven o'clock" (91). She then chronologically relates the
experiences of a typical student in the course of a particular day,
from struggling to get out of bed in the morning, to rushing to
classes, to being embarrassed in class from lack of preparation,
and to pulling an all-nighter to finish homework. Through the
conversations among the characters, Chen also reveals to us
the nature of the students5 friendship, their interests and
activities, and the gossip that lend spice to their otherwise
quotidian lives.
A striking feature of Chen's story is its entirely speechmotivated character. There is neither description of characters
nor scenic settings. Its only non-dialogic element is the periodic
announcement of time. The switching of scenes in the story is
not affected through any natural transition or based on plot
necessity. It is marked by the striking of clocks, signaling the end
to particular temporal periods. The narration begins with the
sounding of morning bells at seven, and ends with that of
bedtime bells at ten in the evening when they retire. The
advancement of the plot is dependent on the presence of the
characters, literally on the page, who talk to each other. When
the characters retire, the story naturally comes to an end. The
periodic announcements of time occur outside the activities of
the story and function to provide an external skeleton to the
otherwise desultory writing. The artificial chronology and
temporal markers imposed from without thus frame the
dialogues among the students and propel the writing forward. As
a result， although there is very little in terms of plot in “One Day,”
there is nevertheless a clear notion of beginning and closure. In
this context, the announcements of time are there more for the
benefit of the readers than a plot necessity.
On first reading，Chen’s story has little resemblance to a
story in the conventional mode. It is formatted like a play, though
it lacks an obvious plot or central characters. The fluidity of
subject-positions—voices relaying each other in a chain of
speeches—makes this work appear to be lacking in coherence
Dooling and Torgeson (1998), with some modifications. The page
numbers also refer to this edition.
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and focus. Some critics find it difficult to accept uOne Day" as a
successful specimen of the modern short-story. Zhao Xiaqiu and
Zeng Qingrui, for example, argue that Chen’s work is an
accidental phenomenon that does not represent a landmark in
the literary revolution. They conclude that "although some
authors might have written individual pieces of fiction in the
vernacular, these were ultimately unable to change the situation
of modern Chinese fiction” （Zhao and Zeng 1984: 174-75).
Referring to the title of Chen's collection, A Little Raindrop (Xiao
yudian)(1928), they remark that Chen's work is a "mere
raindrop” in the gathering storm of the May Fourth literary
revolution. Similarly， Kang Yongqiu argues that “… since [“One
Day"] was not well known among readers in China, it cannot be
considered the real beginning of the new literature" (Kang 1990:
82).

趙遐秋
曾慶瑞

小雨點

康詠秋

Mimesis as a Privileged Perspective

1(O ne Day" is neither an accident nor an anomaly. To
understand its seeming “oddities，” one needs to view it with
reference to the context of production. For Chen to write as a
woman in 1917, she had to overcome, first, a number of literary
obstacles created by the prevalent realist literary norms at the
time. In 1902， Liang Qichao’s (1873-1929) pivotal essay “The
Relationship between Fiction and the Governing of the Masses^
(Xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi guanxi) was published in the inaugural
issue of the journal New Fiction (Xin xiaoshuo). As presented in
this essay, which discusses the reform of fiction (xiaoshuojie
geming), Liang's notion of fiction is largely defined by the
aesthetic and ideological criteria of realism . While
acknowledging variety in traditional fiction, he divides fictional
works into two main categories, the idealistic (lixiangpai) and the
realistic (xieshipai) (Liang 1991: 608-609). He asserts that it is
realist fiction that can best fulfill the mission of literature:
because of its ability to fully expose social ills, realist fiction is an
important vehicle for civic education and reform. Liang raised
fiction, a genre traditionally vitiated, to a new, respectable status
by ascribing to it an important political and social mission. The
reading and interpretation of fiction was even made part of a
political, nationalistic program. Indeed, among intellectuals and
fiction-writers at the time, the realist genre was insistently

梁啟超
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新小說
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championed.6 Strongly influenced by such late Qing precepts as
promulgated by Liang and his supporters, realism remained
unchallenged as the dominant literary form during the May
Fourth period despite the abundance of innovations in and
experimentations with literary strategies at the time.7
Realist claims, especially those related to objectivity and
veracity, have always been suspect. In the past decade or two, it
is, however, the ideological implications of realism that have
become the target of scrutiny, primarily by feminist scholars in
the late eighties such as Nancy Miller and Teresa de Lauretis,
and more recently, by scholars of imperialism from Mary Louise
Pratt to Firdous Azim. Despite their different political trajectories,
the object of their critique is primarily patriarchal structures of
power, whether expressed in terms of gender oppression or in
terms of imperialism. Such expressions of power can be seen
most clearly in realist literature because, as these scholars point
out, the perspective of realism is inherently oppressive,
revealing the differential positions of power between the
observing subject and the narrated object (Azim 1992: 10-33).
Miller and de Lauretis argue that, as described through this
patriarchal gaze, women are reflections of the desire and ideal
of the dominant male (or masculine) society. Similarly, in the
context of the relationship between the colonizer and the
colonized, Pratfs and Azim's studies argue that depictions of the
colonized people are diminished or distorted by the colonizer in
the latter's attempt to fit them into an imperialist ideology. In
either case, realistic writings reflect what the object should be
according to the dominant standard of propriety rather than how
s/he really is. Colonized natives should be backward and
inferior, to justify the effort of the imperialists to forcefully
“enlighten” them. Women should be weak and irrational, to
6 I use the term “realism” here not to refer to the particular
nineteenth-century European literary school, but to describe a general
principle of “re-presenting the real” in literary writing.
7 Admittedly, late Qing realism differs significantly from May
Fourth realism. The former relies on eyewitness reportage. The latter
often reconstructs a scene in which the readers can be eyewitnesses
themselves. However, the control of perspective is equally important
for both kinds of writing.
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justify their being taken care of by men.
Put simply，so-called “realistic” depictions are really related
to issues of desire, power and control.8 Perception is politically
and socially determined, and is consequently ideological.9 Seen
from this perspective, realism as a literary mode is implicated
within a highly complex structure of ideology and control. Based
on a simple principle of mimesis, which implies copying the real
as it is, or creating verisimilitude by simulating real-life situations,
realism is nevertheless predicated on what the observer views
as real, which in turn depends on how the observer is related to
the dominant ideology. By a further extension of this argument,
true representation is impossible; there can be no real copy and
no real objective writing because no perspective is unmediated.
Realism as a mode of writing is dependent on the social power
to make things visible and credible, because they are
acceptable. As Jonathan Crary writes, "the problem of mimesis
8 A point that Azim makes in her discussion of the realist novel is
its imperialistic quality, seen not simply in its thematic material but also
in its origins and development. She explains that the construction of
realism's subject and object positions contributes to the differentiation
between self and “other.” Further， she argues that the subject position
is constructed through the obliteration of the ^other" (Azim 1992).
9 The word "ideology" is used loosely in this essay to indicate
notions of standard and normalcy in behavior as upheld by dominant
groups in a society. Because the dominant group which establishes the
norms is often associated with the traditionally more powerful male
gender, “ideology” becomes closely linked to patriarchy.
As a form of “normalizing” and control, the power of ideology is
insidious. It is not often articulated as a cohesive/reified antagonist, but
as deleterious and all invasive. Everyday exchanges become forms of
ideological regulation. This leads Barthes to conclude that there is no
language site beyond (bourgeois) ideology. Carolyn Heilbrun also
asserts on different occasions the impossibility of a real woman's text
as long as women have to articulate themselves using the tool of
patriarchy. They will only find themselves mouthing patriarchal
rhetoric—inadvertently, albeit unwillingly (see Heilbrun 1989).
My use of the term “ideology” embodies the sense of the power
of societal convention in defining standards of thought and behavioral
propriety.
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is not one of aesthetic, but of social, power" (Crary 1996: 12).
Similarly, in his study of Chinese realism, Marston
Anderson points out that despite the claim to objectivity among
realist writers, the representation of the world is necessarily
staged from a “determinate perspective.” Moreover， the object of
description is often fixed in a particular relationship with an
observing subject which is bound by strict historical limitations.
This is exacerbated in traditional Chinese literary aesthetics,
which emphasizes the didactic capacities of art (Anderson 1985:
76-92).
This, too, is obvious in Liang's theory of fiction. Continuing
his discussion of the social function of fiction, in another essay,
“A Brief Discussion of Fiction”
x/ao/7ua) (1906)， Liang
describes fiction as a mirror of truth: "Descriptions of people in
fiction are like reflections in a mirror—handsome or ugly, good or
bad, the person is completely revealed." He asserts the inherent
veracity of fiction, claiming that its description is "as true as when
one is confronted by the mirror and cannot escape from one’s
form，” and that “[t]he mirror is without subjectivity
mv m/o
zhe ye)." Surely, Liang's mirror analogy advances the notion of
fiction beyond pure, objective representation. Going beyond
surface factuality, Liang seems to imply fiction's ability to
penetrate moral truth. Through this mirror of fiction, one is able
to differentiate between good and evil, the beautiful and the ugly,
in the object perceived. The object of reflection is the ignorant
masses who need guidance. They need to be judged and taught
to see their own ugliness in order that they might be shamed into
reforming themselves. Because of the simplicity of this tool of
fiction, Liang believes that even Hwomen and children," the
unsophisticated and the unschooled, are capable of benefiting
from it.
Liang’s mirror is moral in nature; his view is that truth is
moral. One can say that the truth function of realist literature lies
in its moral imperative. The mirror of fiction not only reflects, but
also evaluates, the quality of the objects apprehended. The
writer, the moral authority who holds up such a mirror to the
world, upholds the standard of goodness in that society. Fiction
thus teaches us how to see, or what to see; it relentlessly
imposes value judgments upon its objects according to a
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specific concept of morality. Things that do not fit in with this
program become negligible and invisible. Perception is thus
equated with epistemology—what is seen as real is equated with
what is known as true. Truth is incontrovertible, objective and
monolithic. It is obvious and readily accessible through the use
of the right instrument of reflection—fiction. The content of truth
in fiction is inevitable and inadvertent (see Guo 1980: 258).
For Liang then, realistic w ritings—w ritings that
demonstrate credulity, plausibility, verisimilitude—are actually
writings in conformity with societal proprieties. But the opposite
view, that w ritings which present a likeness of social
organizations are inadvertently moral, is also true. Anderson
concludes that “objectivity” and realism in writing are often
colored by an urgent sense of moral introspection (Anderson
1985: 76-92). In the logic of critics like Miller and Pratt, so-called
“realist writings” are ideological writings. Those who own the
gaze are agents of ideology. Liang’s notion of the moral function
of fiction not only held tremendous sway among writers of his
time, but also strongly influenced the first generation of May
Fourth writers as well.
To be a “serious” w rite r， one must be able to see
“realistically,” which also means being able to see “morally.” And
for this purpose, one needs to occupy a position of authority in
society, so that one can hold up the mirror and expound on truth.
This is a position unavailable to the historically powerless,
including women. In the same vein, feminist scholars assert that
the viewer and the object have traditionally been kept separate
along gender lines, with men occupying the position of power,
and women becoming the objects of their gaze. Because of such
a bifurcation, realism as a literary mode is specifically gendered
as a masculine mode of writing， inaccessible to “feminine” or
“feminized” groups. It is not surprising that many early May
Fourth women writers have been deemed incapable of writing
“realistically” and unable to reflect social values in their works.10
As long as fiction-writing is circumscribed by realist criteria,
women's expression is greatly compromised.
As the habitual object in the scopic dialectic of the
masculine gaze, women have to overcome a major obstacle in
See note 2 above.
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order to write “realistically.” This is their lack of a privileged
perspective. How do women construct a subject or create literary
subjectivity when the female presence is caught in the
production of the “other”？ In order to answer this question and
explore how Chen eludes women's literary scopic bind, we need
to consider the opportunities made available to her by the new
standards of linguistic and literary expression in the May Fourth
period. I will review some of the important points of the reform
debates from a perspective that is relevant to Chen’s writing.
The Language Reform and the Challenge to
Mimesis

文學改良芻議
不主義
文言

Despite a strong sense of social mission in much of May
Fourth fiction and hence the preponderance of the realist
perspective, the language reform nevertheless offers an
important channel for women’s expression. Liang’s theory of
fiction reflects a traditional epistemology and an ideal of
literature which interpret truth as directly connected to worldly
materiality and claim that what is seen is coterminous with
knowledge. However, this notion of truth and the system of
expression relaying it were seriously challenged by the May
Fourth generation.
In the essay which practically inaugurated the vernacular
movement， “Preliminary Proposals for the Reform of Literature”
（Hfenxue ga///ai?g c/u/y/) (1917)， Hu Shi (1891-1962) puts forth
his famous ^eight-don't-isms" (babu zhuyi) as the fundamental
steps for modernizing the written Chinese language. Hu Shi’s
approach to wenyan [the classical literary language] is in part a
continuation of Liang's idea of reaching the masses through a
more universal and vernacular language. Where he differs from
Liang is how he views truth and the vehicle of its expression.
Truth, to Hu, is no longer seen as material likeness or human
morality, but immediacy of emotions in response to actual
situations. He believes that the classical language, often reliant
on pre-existing allegories and idioms to establish meaning, is a
language burdened by sediments from the past and saddled
with a surplus of referentiality. Writings in the classical language
continually signify another reality and conjure up a past world. In
this way, one's thoughts are mediated by the articulation and
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perception of the past. As a result, the present will be infected by
the past; it will lack representational precision, or worse, have its
representation suppressed. Writings will be divorced from the
spontaneous and immediate thoughts and emotions of the
individual writer.
Consequently, Hu asserts that one should use the
language of one’s present to express oneself instead of the
classical language. In the essay, “On the Theory of Literary
Revolution Being Constructed" (Jianshe de wenxue geminglun)
(1917)，Hu’s point that “people today should speak today’s
language” is an appeal to writers to repossess their present and
their individuality, to liberate themselves from the burden of the
past, not merely in terms of material conditions, but also in terms
of their thought, their language and their reality (Hu 1982: 69).
One repossesses the present, Hu implies, through one's voice.
In essence, he argues that writing is merely a tool to record
speech; it should imitate speech, not usurp it. However, classical
writing is so belabored and ornate that it becomes a language
separate from ordinary speech. One’s voice， by contrast， is
directly channeled from the heart and is thus authentic and
sincere. A major aspect of the vernacular movement thus
concerns the fluency of the flow of one's voice.
Hu Shi’s idea of a speech-oriented kind of writing was
greatly amplified by his supporters. In an essay entitled ^How to
Write in the Vernacular?" {Zenyang zuo baihuawen), Fu Sinian
(1896-1950), for example, argues: il[F]irst-class writing is pure
speech, without any impurities. It should evoke the same
feelings whether we read it with our eyes or hear it being read. If
the effects of what we read and of what we hear are different,
then such literature cannot even be considered second-rate” （Fu
1982: 123). Fu points out that great writers and philosophers of
the past, like Xunzi, Mencius, Zhuangzi and Han Feizi, were also
great orators. He urges writers to pay more attention to the way
they speak, listen to how others speak and imitate conversations
in their w riting. He believes that speech is pure and
unadulterated, flowing directly from one's heart without
interceptions:
When speaking . . . the heart is open, free, and fully stimulated.

建設的文學
革命論

怎樣做白話文
傅斯年
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[Feelings] can come rushing through the mouth . . . . From this,
we can see that we are easily moved when we talk. However, it
is difficult when it comes to writing. In order to fully express
ourselves in writing, we must prepare ourselves by practicing
and developing our speech. (Fu 1982: 122)11

Speech is at the root of emotions and thought; it resonates with
one's heart. In other words, it is closer to the source of the self,
and thus, truth itself. By contrast, traditional writing is seen as
derivative; it works under the convention of “copying” exterior
phenomena or duplicating past writings and is thus twice
removed from the source. Fu asserts that "the spirit of literature
is completely dependent on the quality of speech." Only the kind
of writing that directly reflects the speech of real people can be
considered “living literature” （Fu 1982: 118). Instead of being
based on what is visible, the new standard of reality becomes
what can be aurally received. Mimesis as a method of writing
gives way to diagesis. Writing is then released from its scopic
conditions and, concurrently, from its gendered ideology.
Chen was at the epicenter of the language debates
instigated by Hu Shi and his associates in the United States,
where they were studying. Her work obviously reflects this new
view of language and reality. In the preface to her short story
collection A Little Raindrop, Hu Shi argues:
When we were still discussing the issues of new literature,

詩大序

葉紹鈞鄭振鐸
格物

11 One is perhaps immediately reminded of the “Great Preface of
the S/?/)_/_ng” （S/?/
As far as the origin of emotions is concerned,
very little challenge is posed to traditional poetics. However, just as the
"Great Preface" points to the difficulty of recording ephemeral individual
emotions, Fu also targets the issue of putting emotions down in writing.
As Marston Anderson has observed concerning writers such as Ye
Shaojun (1894-1988) and Zheng Zhenduo (1898-1958) who borrowed
the Neo-Confucian notion of (,the investigation of things (gewu) as a
basis for their literary theory without direct attribution, many theorists of
the May Fourth generation drew on an older literary heritage. Rather
than saying that their ideas were derivative, it is more pertinent to
regard them as inadvertent and unwilling students.
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Shafei (Chen Hengzhe) had already started to use the
vernacular in her writing. “One Day” is the earliest product of the
initial stages in the discussion about the literary revolution. A
Little Raindrop is also among the earliest works in the New
Youth magazine. Let us consider what the new literary revolution
was like at the time. Let us remember Mr. Lu Xun's first piece of
fiction—’’Diary of a Madman”一and when it was published. Let
us think about how few people used the vernacular in their
writing at that time. After having considered all these, we will
then be able to evaluate the position of Shafei’s writings in the
history of the literary revolution. (Hu 1928: 8-9)

As we shall see in what follows, it is the achievements of the
language reform that allow Chen to free herself from the
constraints of a being a woman writer.
The Phonocentric Text

Through her recording of voices and sounds, Chen claims
in the preface to her work to have created representations that
are llfaithfurj (zhongcheng) to the real. This is a common claim
among late Qing writers of social fiction (shehui xiaoshuo) and
expose fiction (qianze xiaoshuo) (see Chen 1991). These writers
assume the role of eyewitnesses to garner authority for the
claimed veracity of their writing. An obvious example is Wu
Woyao^ (1866-1910) Bizarre Happenings Eyewitnessed in Two
Decades {Ershinian mudu de guai xianxiang) (completed in
1910), in which it is claimed that the reality effect is achieved
through the deployment of ocular accuracy {mudu) as a
rhetorical device.
Often spoken in conjunction with mudu is erwen (available
to one's ears). Together, sight and sound form the compound of
empirical experience—y/anw/en (general knowledge; literally, the
seen and the heard). While Wu Woyao uses sight as a
synecdoche for experience, a generation later Chen recalls
reality as what was heard. In her “One Day,” voice and speech
constitute truth. She duplicates the diagetical and phonic texture
of the original moment, reflecting her authorial role as an earinstead of an eye-witness. It is aural, rather than visual,
resemblance that she attempts to capture, thus creating for us a
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reading experience that imitates the "other" means available for
attaining reality. In other words, Chen’s is an “otographic” text in
which the ear registers movement: the striking of the clocks
announces a new scene; a knock on the door indicates a
change in the dialogical situation with the introduction of new
conversation partners and topics. Every description in the writing
is aurally directed; visual representation, by contrast, is
minimized or almost non-existent. For example, in the section
titled “Afternoon (1)，” Chen describes the conversation between
Maggie and Bertha: “There is a knock at the door. Maggie:
‘Come in.’ Bertha walks in. ‘Maggie， do you have any snacks?
I’m starving’” （Dooling and Torgeson 1998: 94). In “Evening (2),”
Bertha is in her room doing her homework when she is
continuously interrupted by visitors:
There is a knock at the door. Lilian comes in. “Bertha, you
haven’t paid your Youth Association dues ■
A knock on the
door_ Bertha: “Please come in.” Eunice walks in: “Bertha ■■ ■
(Seeing Lillian) Oh， excuse me. I didn’t know you had a guest
. … ” A knock on the door. Bertha: “Please come in■” … Jane
comes in. Lilian goes out. .. (1998: 96-97)

郁達夫郭诛若
鄭伯奇

The second vernacular short story that jump-started the entire
modern literary movement， Lu Xun’s “Diary of a Madman，’’
displays an affinity to Chen’s diagetic approach. Lu Xun’s
narrative is composed of a collection of diary entries in which a
“madman” describes his perception of reality in the first person
throughout the work. There, too, the plot movement hinges upon
temporal devices which are exterior to the narrative and
artificially inserted, such as the dates of the diary entries. There
is neither plot nor mimetic depiction of characters.
It is not hard to see how this new ideal of writing,
simulating direct speech or interior dialogue, gradually gave rise
to the proliferation of first-person writing that expresses interiority
or psychological depth, such as diaries, epistles, confessions
and different kinds of autobiographical works. Such writing
abounded in the works of Yu Dafu， Guo Moruo, Zheng Boqi，
etc.— in other w ords， what Leo Lee calls the “rom antic
generation” of the May Fourth (Lee 1973)_ They can be seen as
antithetical to the realist movement at the time and indirectly
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sharing Chen’s preference for diagesis over mimesis in the
representation of the real. In a bold move， “One Day” dispenses
with the traditional realistic devices that characterize short-story
writing. From a narrowly defined stylistic perspective, critics have
so far failed to notice its critique of traditional realism. In the
context of the May Fourth literary reform, the story is an
illustration of the privileging of the voice as the new term of
reality.
Without Subjectivity

Though Chen uses a strategy of first-person recounting in
“One Day,” there is no stable subject position or perspective
because the first-person in the story keeps switching. The
characters of the story are identified by several recurrent proper
names. Familiarity with the characters is an effect of the
frequency with which their names appear in the writing.
However, these names are not intrinsically associated with
particular attributes, nor endowed with psychological
significance. The association between a voice and a name, or
the link between the speaker and her speech, is arbitrary
because there is no substantiation other than a colon following a
proper name and this particular name’s “ownership” of the
proceeding speech. Bertha and Anna are the first characters
introduced. They also have the most consistent presence in the
entire work. However, little impression is given either of their
appearance or personality when they are first introduced:
The clock reads seven-fifty. Anna suddenly wakes up. (Looking
at the clock) “Oh, I’ve only got ten minutes.” She jumps out of
bed and gives Bertha a push. “Hurry and get up. The breakfast
bell has been ringing forever■” … Anna hurries to wash up and
comb her hair and then flies down the stairs . . . . Margie: tll knew
somebody was sure to come late, so I asked for another
breakfast in advance. You’re welcome to have it. Another
student: “And so what happened then?”
Anna: “Oh, Eunice has news again … ” Eunice: “ All right.
Last night a few students from the dormitories came to visit her
friend .
Emily laughs: “How amusing
（Dooling and Torgeson
1998: 92)
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In this passage, Anna, whose voice starts off the narrative, is
quickly drowned out by others in a boisterous session of gossip
among a group of students. Instead of gaining more clarity as
the narrative continues, Anna merely becomes one of the many
voices in the w riting. Each of the voices in this initial
conversation will be heard again in the course of the day.
However, in a similar manner as the above quotation, these
voices tell us little about the owners. Names have significance
within a discourse only at the very moment of exchange among
characters and do not stand independently as references to real
actors. For example, Emily is Emily only because within a
discourse, she is not Eunice. In other words, these names do
not have the metonymic, much less metaphoric, property of
proper names in traditional fiction. They function purely as
nominals with one-dimensional referents. They are ciphers with
no fixed referentiality to a subject. Loosely attached to a
speaking person, they divulge little of the speaker's intrinsic
character and identity. In this way, Chen destroys the viability of
the subject in her text.
We noted previously that the relationship between the
narrator/subject and the object of the gaze is best described as
a hierarchical one in which the narrator/subject evaluates and
confers judgment upon the object based on a prescribed notion
of propriety. The condition of “reality as witnessed” in Liang
Qichao’s concept of fiction produces a distinct and powerful
perceiving subject whose omnipotent gaze imposes moral
control over all his objects. In this way, there is an obvious
equation between the subjectivity of the writing and the
dominant ideology. By obliterating the perennially present
storyteller or witness one finds in late Qing fiction, however,
Chen dissolves the notion of a subjective center in her story.
Moreover， her “aural” strategy challenges the kind of reading
that depends on a stable authorial subjectivity as the originating
source of information, as providing a perspective, and thus,
judgment. The interweaving of voices in her work precludes the
possibility of a stable voice or authority through which a
dominant ideological stance can be articulated. The author
exists entirely outside of the world of the text and is not privy to
the internal world of the characters. Chen thus defuses the
opposition between subject and object and weakens the
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traditional power structure that defines realism. In this way, she
also eludes the necessity of aligning with the dominant social
ideology, seen in narratives which inhibit women and other
marginal groups, rendering them without stories. In effect, she
circumvents the fundamentally oppressive and elitist tendency of
realist writing by removing the subject-center.
Chen’s diagetic work is very dearly a kind of proto-text of
modern women’s literature. In her use of an aural strategy, she
defies the requirement in realist writing of an omnipotent visual
field, a perspective inaccessible to women. The diagetic strategy
Chen demonstrates in "One Day" was especially favored by firstgeneration May Fourth women writers. Lu Yin (1898-1934), for
example, frequently uses direct speech in her narratives,
designing stories with plots that unfold through letters within
letters, dialogues within dialogues, and in which one individual
voice follows another in a string of l-narrations. Like Chen’s “One
Day,” the subject-position in Lu Yin’s stories changes and shifts
continuously, deflecting a unified perspective. In her story, (lAfter
Victory" (Shengli yihou) (1925), she explores the struggles of a
few modern young women trying to justify the different choices
they have made for their future, whether settling into a traditional
marriage, pursuing romantic love or struggling against social
expectations to achieve fulfilling careers. The main plot involves
one character reading a letter from a friend in which there are
long quotations from other friends’ letters. The narrating subject
moves fluidly from one voice to another. Similarly, in her novel
Ivory Rings (Xiangya jiezhi) (1934), which was based on the life
of Shi Pingmei (1902-1928), the entire narrative is unfolded
through the conversations between two characters, the alteregos of Lu Yin herself and Lu Jingqing (1907-1993).12Many of Lu
Yin's works exhibit this characteristic, with the narration carried
on through the use of direct speech addressing an implied
audience. “Separation” （Ge_/ue) (1923)， the early work of another
female writer Feng Yuanjun (1900-1974), also demonstrates a
similar diagetic strategy. The “story” is composed of a collection
of letters in which we hear the narrator’s voice confessing her

廬隱

勝利以後

象牙戒指
石評梅
陸晶清

隔絕
馮玩君

12
Lu Yin, Lu Jingqing and Shi Pingmei, all first-generation May
Fourth women writers, are a well-known literary threesome. Their
works are often letters to or imaginary dialogues with each other.
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thoughts and feelings, intended for her lover from whom she is
forcefully separated. These are only a few examples among a
large body of literature that uses direct speech as the main
narrative device,13 and where the mood of intense intimacy and
subjectivity is an effect created by the simulation of speech. This
is the absolute opposite of the stated realist pursuit of the effect
of objectivity.
Unaffiliated Writing
陳平原

沈從文
桃源陶潛

In his study of late Qing fiction, Chen Pingyuan classifies
the categories of fiction produced during the late Qing as expose
fiction, stories of ghosts and spirits, tales of crime and judgment,
detective stories, mandarin ducks and butterflies stories, etc.
(114-125). Chen Hengzhe’s “One Day” pointedly breaks away
from her late-Qing predecessors in terms of subject matter. Here
she invents a kind of writing that textualizes experiences and
sensibilities that are new, dispensing with elements that were the
norm in late-Qing fiction. With her story set in the campus of an
American college, Chen displaces her subjects from traditional
literary landscapes, thus denying any spatial associations with
the traditional literary imagination. This is a significant move
when one considers how much a writer can and does rely on the
allegorical associations between certain images of places and
those of his/her literary antecedents. To cite an example, Shen
Congwen’s (1902-1988) depiction of “Peach Blossom Spring”
(Taoyuan) immediately invokes the Jin Dynasty poet Tao Qian
(365-427) and his imaginary utopia.14 Situated against a rich
metaphorical backdrop, Shen's text is multivalent, evoking in one
stroke an entire tradition of meaning long established by a
classic motif (see Wang 1992). The Peach Blossom Spring in
Shen's depiction participates in a spatial context within Chinese
literature that is imbued with subliminal and intertextual
associations.
Chen's writing, however, severs such inadvertent or
13For more illustrations of May Fourth women's writings, see
Dooling and Torgeson (1998) and Ng and Wickeri (1996).
14This piece is collected in Random Notes on My Trips to West
Hunan (Shen 1992).
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deliberate connections. Most of her stories in A Little Raindrop,
such as "The Dilemma of Louise" (Luo Qisi de wenti) and "Boer,"
are situated in unspecified, vaguely non-Chinese locations, with
protagonists of ambiguous ethnicity or nationality. Others, like ,lA
Little Raindrop” and “Westerly Wind” （X/fe/7g)， are fables in
which nature is animated with human sentiments, and set in
mythical times or places. Even those with specified locations,
such as llThe Woman in the Mao Gorges" {Wuxia li de yige nuzi)
and llThe Canal and River Yangzi" {Yunhe yu Yangzijiang), are
often read as fables because their unearthliness distances them
from the actuality of their named locations. Chen is perhaps
more interested in creating stories and myths for the new China
than in continuing the psychic legacy of traditional Chinese
literature.
The above strategies used by Chen to dissociate herself
from her literary lineage and the social background of her time
are clearly reflected in “One Day.” Her protagonists’ links to
traditional society, both spatial and social, are severed by the
unusual quarantine of a foreign campus. Their anonymity is also
a peculiarity in the story. In a foreign location, away from
conventional society, her characters' identities can no longer be
defined according to traditional filia tive and affiliative
connections—family, class, ethnicity, etc. Surnames which are
familial designations and traditional markers of one’s identity and
status are completely dispensed with in this story. Characters
are referred to only by their first names, and often European
names. This is perhaps a small gesture; however, this breaking
of nominal ties with traditional society has great significance,
when seen from the point of view of women's writing. Fictional
depictions of women have traditionally confined them to
particular, well-defined social types such as wives, daughters,
mothers or maids. However, women’s modern experiences have
moved them beyond such prescriptive roles and categories.
Chen herself became China’s first female professor at the
Beijing University and a formidable historian whose textbook on
world history became a standard reference, influencing a whole
generation of students. In her stories, this modern reality is
blatantly asserted. Stripped of traditional roles and social
expectations, her modern characters are identified only with
reference to
出ey say, not to their lineage， family position,
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status， or social importance. Thus ，Chen’s particular literary
strategy has its feminist implications.15
The day depicted by Chen through her characters’
conversations is a prototype of what any normal day might be
like among any group of university students. With the typical
experiences and mundane conversations in “One Day,” Chen
creates a quintessentially normal day. The absence of motivating
agents, such as a main protagonist, a narrator or an event, and
the lack of conventional plot development run counter to many of
the conventional expectations of a story. In dispensing with the
plot，Chen’s story duplicates the way we experience reality,
unmindful of particular teleologies that drive our actions and
reactions. This description of the normality of life, and of socially
insignificant and anonymous people, is of course the very aspect
of women’s writing that is often deprecated as narrow and
lacking in social awareness. However, it is through the absence
of contextual ties, combined with the absolute presentcenteredness of the conversations and the anonymity and
randomness of the day-to-day, that Chen attempts to articulate
the reality of modern experience. She eliminates any links to
traditional writing, going perhaps even further than Hu Shi's
notion of creating a new literary language for a new era. Chen's
writing attempts to represent a true present—a writing from
“degree zero，” to use Roland Barthes’s term.
Because of her strategy of “aurality,” Chen’s work is
drastically different from the kind of realist writing advocated by
her predecessor， Liang Qichao. Liang’s strategy of verisimilitude
凌叔華

張愛玲

15
The significance of this freeing of women from traditional roles
is particularly obvious when one compares Chen's story to Ling
Shuhua's (1904-1990). Ling excels in depicting the misery, suffocation
and desperation of women trapped in traditional roles. In her
autobiographical Ancient Melodies (1952), for example, all the women
in the household are defined strictly by their household positions. They
are only known to Ling and her readers as her mothers: First Mother,
Third Mother, Fourth Mother, etc. These women, confined to a family
compound, spend their lives competing with each other for the
patriarch’s affection. For another example， Eileen Chang (1921-1995)
is also well known for her depiction of the intolerable lives of women in
traditional social roles (see Ng 1993: 232-50).
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emphasizes the objective reflection of phenomenal reality, in the
belief that truth is imbued with or implied in physical forms. He
asserts fiction's mimetic power to capture the materiality of the
world, and by extension, its moral and didactic capacity. The
aspect of reality that Chen purports to capture in her writing, by
contrast, is what she calls "human sentiment" (renqing), an
interior truth that arises through human interactions. Her diagetic
text introduces speech as an alternative to the idea of truth as
bound to the material world that is perceivable through sight.
One's voice is directly connected to one's interiority, the neixin
[lit. within the heart], where a more elusive inner truth is found.
The voice is thus superior in articulating this new truth. Chen
was the first to put into practice this precept of the vernacular
language reform and the proposal to reconnect written language
with speech. She uses her own strategy to textualize a new
modern experience that evades traditional literary description. In
this way, Chen's story marks the new terms of reality of the time.
Chen is a minor writer in the sense that her literary output
is extremely small. However， her experimentation in “One Day”
not only illustrates an important alternative to the realist
perspective in fiction-writing at the time, but also points a way
out of the inherited constraints placed on women writers. The
neglect shown to Chen impoverishes our view of the scope of
May Fourth writers" literary experimentalism and the richness of
the feminine discourse of the period.
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